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How to Finance Your Dream of Becoming A Coach
Welcome!
If you’re reading this book, then we know you’re seriously considering becoming a coach.
We’re excited to have you here, and honored to know you’re considering our program.
(www.TryTheProgram.com)
We also know you wouldn’t be reading this if you weren’t wondering how to finance your
coaching dream…
You’re not alone.
Why is this? Truth be told, very few people have money for tuition burning a hole in their
pocket these days. Times are arguably much tougher than they were a generation ago. But,
no matter what you earn, what’s also true is that our spending tends to expand to fit our
available funds (much like the amount of stuff we have tends to expand to fit the space we live
in). So, even if you work full-time you may still feel short on cash and wonder how to
finance your dream of becoming a coach.
That’s why we’re here…

Our Goal
The goal of this book is to help you “find the money” to finance the ICCA program and
realize your dream of becoming a coach. We say “find,” because (as our stories of actual
ICCA students and alumni will illustrate) there’s often more money available to us than we
realize. This book will give you ideas and strategies to uncover that money.
Excited? Then let’s get started with a story…

(Amy’s)1 Story:
I was starting over at age 50 after being married for over 20 years. I moved from Colorado to
Washington, and left behind a business; I wanted to build a different kind of business.
Coaching was something I had been interested in for a long time. But dollars were a big
concern for me. (Also credibility and time, but money was the biggest factor.) I started years
ago with {another coaching program} when it first started – but I never completed it. I
considered finishing in that program, but finances were a concern since it was an expensive
All names have been changed for reasons of confidentiality. Quotations have been
paraphrased for readability—but not changed in content or meaning—resulting from
detailed interviews with the students.
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program. My decision to go with ICCA was in part the lower tuition, and in part the emphasis
on the business training. I’m so happy I started here; it’s exceeded my expectations in every
way.

Is this you?
We’ve done a lot of listening to our students’ concerns about financing a coaching program.
Below is a summary of the most common financial hurdles and questions people describe:












I don’t make much money right now.
I’m retired and living on a fixed income.
I have lots of bills that eat up my budget.
I’m on disability (or supporting someone on disability), so as a family we aren’t
allowed to have any real savings.
I can’t leave my current job until I earn enough in coaching to replace my income.
I’m too frightened to leave my secure job (even though I hate it) to pursue my dream.
Is there too much competition to make a living as a coach?
People love to take my advice for FREE, but I don’t know how I’ll ever convince them
to pay me for it?
I have trouble accepting money for helping people…how can I earn a living as a
coach?
Before I pay for a training program, how can I know this is something I am really
suited for?
Can I make enough money to help my family?

Do any of them describe you? If so, you’re not alone. This good news is that all of these
hurdles and questions can be overcome. We’re going to address most of them in the pages
that follow.

A reminder of the ICCA value…
As you probably already know, the ICCA program is an incredible value. To summarize:





We’re very reasonably priced compared to our competition
We offer a $25, fully refundable test-drive of the actual first ten days of the program.
This way you can watch our lectures, attend our live daily webinars, talk to our
students, and practice your new skills—all before having to make up your mind
Assuming you decide to go forward with the program, we also offer a money-back
guarantee on the tuition, right up until the final class… the risk is entirely on us
We offer several financing options, the lowest of which is only around $100 per
month… and we not infrequently work with students to create custom plans they
can manage. (If it’s anywhere close to reasonable we usually agree)

This summary is to let you know that, if you need to start a (wonderful, in our no-so-humble
opinion!) coach certification program on a budget, ICCA is the place to do it. And in case
you haven’t checked it out, you can listen to the testimonials of dozens of students, alumni,
and previous customers on our website (www.TryTheProgram.com)
So, the only thing that remains is, how to do it?

The “Method to our Madness”
This book is a combination of information and activities to lead you though the process of
uncovering the money you’ll need you finance your dream of becoming a coach. We’re
pretty confident you’ll find success, even if your situation seems pretty dire at the moment,
as the stories from our students will show. We highly recommend you do all the
activities; that’s where the book has its main power to help you create a breakthrough for
yourself.
In fact, here’s the first one now:

Activity: Setting the Stage
What it is:
This activity will help you uncover all of your own personal financial hurdles and
“objections.” Many people assume they already know what their hurdles are. On the
contrary, we find that while most people may be aware of their “surface” reasons, there are
often other objections and concerns hidden at the edge of their awareness. This is often
because some concerns are harder for us to admit, because we feel shame or guilt around
them, or because we focus primarily on the hurdle which seems most troubling and neglect
to investigate the others.
Whether or not that’s the case for you, go ahead and complete the following activity and see
what comes up. At the very least, you’ll have organized your concerns and can track them
as we address them in this book. Even if you decide to train elsewhere, you’ll be in a much
better position to move forward.

What to do:
1. Wait for a time when you are free of distractions. Get out a piece of paper or open a
Word document.
2. Ask yourself, “What financial obstacles are stopping me from starting this coaching
program right now?”
3. Make a list (or mind map) of everything that comes up. Don’t worry if something
you write seems silly or embarrassing – no one will see this list but you.

4. After you seem to run out of thing to write, ask yourself, “What else?” (Often, the
answers that come later are the hidden ones, and it’s very important to uncover
them.) Ask yourself “What else?” a few times until you’ve really gotten it all out.
5. Now, sort your answers into two categories: Logistical Hurdles (for example, “I am on
a fixed income”) and Emotional Hurdles (for example, “How can I feel comfortable
charging enough for my coaching services to actually make a living?). Emotional
Hurdles are concerns, questions or fears about how things might work out.
(Emotional Hurdles are real and deserve every bit as much attention as Logistical
Hurdles – however we’re going to address them separately.)
6. Now reflect a bit: What do you notice about your two lists? Does anything stand out
or surprise you? How helpful was it to really articulate the concerns that you had?

Final Thoughts:
Many people find it quite helpful to name the “elephant in the room” like this. And, it will
also give you some focus as you go through this book. You’ll recognize stories of students
and alumni which are probably very similar to your own. And by the time we get to the end
of the book, you’ll understand which concerns have been successfully addressed, and which
(if any) remain.

Special note:
We’re very interested to know how this book works for you – after all, we’ve written it just
for people like you. If, after finishing the activities in this book, you are still not sure how to
finance your dream of becoming a coach, contact us and let us know your concerns, okay?
(http://www.coachcertificationacademy.com/Contact.php or call 516-234-5371)

Part I: Addressing Logistical Hurdles
In a way, logistical hurdles are the easier financial problems to have. We’re usually quite
eager to solve them, and it’s easier to identify when they’ve been solved. (To be sure, the
logistical obstacles can be wrapped up with the emotional ones, but we’ll get to those in Part
II.)
But before we begin digging into these, we’ll need to introduce two helpful concepts: The
power of habits, and escalating commitment.

The Power of Habits
Habits are very powerful things. They’re almost always something we’ve adopted because
they’re extremely comforting. Habits are what create our “home base” of daily living. Now,
in general, putting our daily tasks on auto-pilot is a very good thing. If we didn’t do it, we’d

wind up using all our brain power rethinking how to brush our teeth, get dressed and make
breakfast before half the day was done.
The trouble is, it can be pretty uncomfortable to break a regular habit. And this discomfort
may cause us to perceive our “wants” as “needs.” We get attached to things, choices, and
expenses we don’t need nearly as much as we think we do. And this can get in the way of
our larger life goals (like the dream of becoming a certified coach).
For an example of this, try the following:

Activity: The Arm Fold Exercise
What it is:
This simple activity will demonstrate the very strong urge to stick to our habits.

What to do:
1. Shake your arms a little bit to loosen up.
2. Without thinking too hard about it, fold them in front of you (“cross your arms”).
3. Notice which forearm is “on top” – the one where you can see it all the way from
your wrist to your elbow. (It doesn’t matter which one it is.)
4. Notice how comfortable this feels. (For most people it feels quite comfortable.)
5. Now, unfold your arms and shake them out a bit again.
6. Fold them one more time, again without thinking about it too much.
7. Notice which one is “on top”…chances are, it’s the same arm.
8. Now, switch arms so the other forearm is “on top.”
9. How does this feel?
10. Trying holding your arms in the second positing for 60 seconds. What do you
notice?

Final Thoughts:
When you reverse arms in the above exercise, chances are putting the opposite arm “on
top” feels strange, awkward, or just plain “weird.” If we hold it there for a minute (which is
not a lot of time, really) we often experience the growing urge to switch back to having our
“usual” arm on top.
This is the power of habit.
(Note: Michelle has done this exercise with a few thousand people over the years, and for a
small percentage the switch actually feels perfectly comfortable. If you’re one of these people,
just try holding your phone on the opposite ear you usually use to experience the
awkwardness of “habit breaking” we’re talking about here.)

The point is, habits are deceptively powerful. Breaking them and doing something different
(even if it’s in our best interests according to our rational brain!) can take a bit of conscious
effort.
This is helpful to remember as you go through your budget and separate “wants” from
“needs.” You can ask yourself, do I really need this? Or is it just a comforting habit?

Escalating Commitment
First described by Barry Staw in 1976, escalating commitment basically says, the more you
invest in a particular relationship, job, goal, or whatever, the harder it is to “sever your ties”
and move on. Another way to think of it is the old saying, “throwing good money after bad.”
Some examples of this include:





Bidding wars at an EBay auction
Climbers on Mount Everest refusing to turn back, even though the weather is
turning risky
Continuing to gamble after one has turned a profit – and losing everything
Staying in a job long after you have burned out

The tricky part about escalating commitment is that it’s often hard to recognize when we’re
in it; it’s easy to mistake it for something else, with thoughts like “I’m no quitter” and “It’s
bound to get better eventually.” In fact, sometimes it CAN be hard to tell, especially when
we’re considering something complex, like whether to stay in a long-term relationship.
Nevertheless, it’s a good concept to remember as you’re looking at your budget. In Step 3 of
the next activity, you’ll be looking for ways to shift some funds from current expenses to
the funding of your coaching dream (which is, after all, the reason you’re reading this book).
Some examples of escalating commitment in a household budget might look like this:







I’ve had a subscription to National Geographic ever since I was a kid; I would really
miss it if I stopped now.
I’ve just got to have my daily latte’, even if is costing me $150/mo. I’ve been doing it
too long and I really like it!
I’ve been donating to my Alma Mater every year since I graduated – I can’t stop now.
Now that I’ve had a smartphone for a couple of years, I don’t know how I’d manage
without one.
We’ve given the kids at least 10 presents every year for Christmas – they’ve come to
expect it.
Everyone in my family gives each other a big present for their birthday. I can’t be the
only one who doesn’t.

A simple way to recognize escalating commitment is by noticing when you feel obligated by
the expectations of others to spend a certain amount. Another way to spot it is by noticing
when you would simply “miss” something when it’s gone (rather than having a tangible
negative impact, like having your electricity turned off).
Keep in mind the power of habit and escalating commitment as you do the next activity.

Activity: The Magic $100 in Your Wallet
What It Is:
This activity is designed to help you get completely clear about where all your money goes,
and to evaluate whether each expense is more or less important than your goal becoming a
certified coach.
(Remember that the chart below is a template example. If you need more space, or have other
expenses not listed here, feel free to add on or redesign it.)
A final note: this activity will probably help you find the $100 you need to finance your
coaching program. If it does not, you MAY be having trouble letting go of certain habits or
comfort costs in your budget. Read the rest of this book, do the other exercises, and come
back to this exercise at the end. Your perspective may have changed and you may find
additional ways to “find the magic $100 in your wallet.”

Step 1: Discover your actual budget
What do you actually spend? Go through the items in your budget and fill out the monthly
costs for each in the column labeled “Monthly Cost.”.
Helpful Tip #1: For items that you only pay yearly (such as taxes), divide by 12 and put
down the monthly cost. Do the same for any items paid quarterly or otherwise not-everymonth (for example, car insurance).
Helpful Tip #2: To get a clearer idea of how much some of these items ACTUALLY cost you,
go back through your receipts and monthly statements. This may sound tedious, but you
will find it very helpful to finding the magic $100, once you discover how much some habits
actually add up to – for example, clothes, Starbucks coffees, and eating out generally take
up more space in our budget than we realize. (This is why there is a separate line item for
comfort foods and beverages!)
The rest of the instructions come after the chart.

Item

Monthly Cost

Housing


Rent/Mortgage

$



Electricity/gas

$



Utilities
(Water/Sewer/Garbage)

$



Cable/Internet/Home phone

$



Cell Phone

$



Cleaning/Maintenance/Repairs

$



Other:

$

Food


Supermarket/Farmer’s market

$



Eating Out/On-the-go food

$



**Comfort food/beverages:

$



Vitamins & Supplements

$

Clothing


Average monthly purchases

$



Dry cleaning/Laundromat/etc.

$

Cars & Transportation


Car payment #1

$



Car payment #2

$



Gas

$



Public transport
(bus, train, plane)

$

Insurance


Car

$



Medical/health care

$



House, personal possessions

$



Life

$

N/W/C

Action

Saved:

Medical expenses


Doctor/Dental visits

$



Prescriptions

$



Fitness costs

$



Other:

$

Support for Family Members


Child care

$



Child support

$



Support for your parents

$



Alimony

$



Pet care

$



Other:

$

School and Learning


Children’s education costs

$



Adult’s education costs

$



Enrichment lessons
(Music, instrument rental etc.)

$

Bills and Debt


Credit cards

$



School loans

$



Old medical debt

$



Other:

$

Taxes – Divide by 12 for yearly costs to find monthly expense.


Federal

$



State

$



Local/Property

$



Tax-Help (e.g., accountant)

$

Savings and Planned Giving
Retirement Funds

$

General Savings

$

Charity Giving/Tithe

$

Fun & Lifestyle – Itemize these before listing total. Find everything.




Netflix, video game purchases,
stay-at-home entertainment
Going-out entertainment
(movies, shows, bars, etc.)
Subscriptions
(Newspaper, magazines, etc.)

$
$
$



Hobby expenses

$



Gifts (birthday, holidays, etc.)

$



Vacations

$



Memberships
(Clubs, museums, etc.)



Other:

$

What Have we Forgotten? 

$

Running Total of “Found Money” (per month)

Step 2: Wants, Needs or a Combination?
In the next column of the above chart, label every item with an N for Need, a W for Want, or
a C for Combination. For example your rent/mortgage is probably a Need; your cable bill is
a Want, and your food bill is probably a Combination.
Take your time with this. The more you can realistically identify things that are “Wants” in
your life (rather than real “Needs”) the easier it will be able to fund your dream of becoming
a coach.
For example, here are some things that we commonly see as permanent fixtures in our
lives, as things we “need” to be happy, but which may be only optional expenses:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Cable
Alcoholic beverages
The amount we spend on clothes/the kind of clothes we prefer
Smartphones
What we spend on hobbies and vacations
Upgrades in electronics and appliances
Memberships and subscriptions

Step 3: Pare down your budget to “pay yourself” and find the magic $100 in your
wallet
Option #1 – Pare down “Wants”
Consider which Wants you can eliminate – at least as long as you plan to make payment on
your coaching program, or for a year to allow startup time. (Giving this a time limit will
often make it easier to “give up” an item.) As you pick “Wants” to eliminate or pare down,
enter the amount saved by this action in the final column.
Congratulations! You are starting to make progress on your goal of funding your dream of
becoming a coach.
For some of us, doing Option 1 may be all we need to find the magic $100 “hidden” in our
budget.
For example, read two more stories from our students:

Andre’s Story:
After I paid for the lump sum, I had to watch my expenses more closely. I live in Costa Rica and
I like to take little trips here. After I paid my [tuition] money I had to stop that. I knew I didn’t
have as much of a buffer as I had before. I have clients now and I think I’ll be able to add the
trips back in, in about a month or two.
The main thing I cut out was the little trips. I was doing that twice a month, previously. Over
the course of a year that probably saved me the cost of the course plus 60% more. I also love
to read - but they’re expensive to ship here, even from Amazon; I cut way back on the number
of books I bought. I borrowed books instead from other English-speaking people and switched
to Kindle to avoid the shipping. The little things really add up.

Stacey’s Story:
I am on disability (payments) – when you are, you’re not allowed to save money. And on my
budget I am not able to do that anyway. But I knew for my future it would be better to find
$109 a month.
I got rid of cable, internet, and my home phone to do it. My daughter goes over to her daddy’s
house in the afternoons, and she has a PlayStation and that fixes the rest. And she understands
that it was a sacrifice now and that would make it better later.
Mentally – I had to plant my feet in the sand and say, “I’m doing this.” But it was a time in my
life that I was ready. I had already published a book on Kindle (living with and healing from
PTSD; that’s going to be my niche).
My daughter – she thinks it’s great! She thinks I’ll be good at it. She’s seen me struggle
through my problems and she wants that for other people (she’s 15).

By now you may have found the “Magic $100 in your wallet.” If not, stay optimistic. Try the
following techniques:
Option #2 – Trim the fat from your combination categories
Several of your categories probably include a mix of things you need and things you don’t.
This is another place where, by paring down the “wants” part of those items, you can find
additional funds for your dream.
A great example of this is the food budget. Did you know that the average American
household spends almost half of its food budget eating out? Chances are you can spend less
my making it at home (especially if you know how to shop wisely and buy in bulk.)

Marie’s Story:
When I took a look at my food budget, I was shocked to realize I spent about twice as much as
I thought I did. This came from several places – we always kept beer and wine in the house.
We had this pile of half-used vitamins and supplements in the back of the pantry. I had a habit
of buying pre-made foods at the deli for lunch because I was bored with what I usually ate. My
husband never eats leftovers, so there way usually something every week that I threw out
from the fridge. We had every condiment known to man – pickles, three kinds of mustard,
salad dressings, olives and steak sauce and on and on. And, we had a habit of eating out when
we felt “too tired to cook,” which was pretty much every Friday and usually some other day as
well. I could see that we never really tried to limit our spending on food; it was our one
luxury.
Anyway, I tried keeping to a budget every week, and planning new meals so I wasn’t as
tempted to buy pre-made food. It was surprisingly easy to cut $25 a week from our food
budget, and I’m working towards cutting more.
Option #3 - Advanced techniques: Downsize your “Needs”
Some of our expenses that are quite fixed (for example, rent, mortgage, and par payments)
are actually somewhat flexible if we reconsider our lifestyle. Look back over your “Needs”
and consider whether any of them can be downsized to reduce monthly payments.
Does this seem radical? Here are more stories from our students:

Mimi’s Story:
I had bought my house at the height of the housing bubble – who knew prices would go down
again, right? Anyway, as the years went by it because obvious that I way paying too much for
the particular house I had. But I was underwater so I just kept up with the mortgage and tried
not to think about it too much.

After my husband and I were both downsized in the Recession, we knew we needed to make
some big changes in our lives. We had a new baby and decided that I was only going to work
part-time while I took care of our baby and went through the ICCA program. We decided to
short-sell our house. It did impact my credit somewhat, but in the long run this made it
possible to move toward my goals of changing careers and keeping my infant out of daycare.
Now we rent a smaller house, but our monthly payments are much lower. Someday we’ll own
a house again. But right now I have the sense of moving forward on my dreams, rather than
just treading water to keep up with my bills.

Jackie’s Story:
I financed my investment in ICCA with money I got from selling my home. (I sold my house
because I married a guy who has a house and I moved in with him.) I also got personal
business coaching for the majority of the time I was going through the modules. Personally, I
don't think it's smart to become a coach without having one. But that's just me... So, my
investment in going through ICCA was considerably higher than the basic program fee.
Honestly, I wouldn't encourage anyone to go through ICCA without also getting private
coaching, too. It made all the difference to me. I'm still making monthly payments on the
program fee because budgeting the money for private coaching each month was more
important than saving money by paying the program fee in one lump sum. I'm in this training
to get the most out of it, and so I invested as much as possible, not as little.
I wanted to use the equity in the house to build equity in myself. So, rather than keep it in the
bank (or the safe!) earning virtually no interest, I invested in myself and have earned TONS of
interest.
Remember, downsizing in order to finance your coaching dream is NOT about depriving
yourself. It’s about leveraging your existing assets to move you toward your long-term
goals.

The Whole Enchilada: Paying Up-Front
If you’ve done the math, we’re sure you realize your program will cost less overall if you
can pay it up front. Many people in our program manage to do that – even though they
don’t have “tuition money burning a hole in their pocket.” How?
There are several options. And, although this book is NOT intended to provide financial
counseling or advice (and should not be taken as such), we wanted to tell you the story of
how several people did finance their ICCA program all at once. We hope this will give you
creative inspiration if this is the route you want to go.

Amy’s Story:
I was starting over at age 50 after being married for over 20 years…I used my retirement
money. Then I asked my ex to give me the money for the program instead of alimony. He

reimbursed me. I could have gotten more over time if I had asked for alimony, but he was
willing to give me this amount of money willingly and immediately, so it worked out.

Marco’s Story:
I had closed my psychology practice a year earlier (due to health issues); I made the decision
that it would be in my best interest to “bite the bullet” and start a coaching [certification]
program.
I had not been working for a year. Money is quite low, debt uncomfortably high. [Despite this]
I paid with a credit card. (This got me the lowest price.) I am paying the interest and planning
to start paying it down as I build a practice.

Angelica’s Story:
I have been laid off from work for the last 2 years; my home-based travel business was doing
okay at first but then after I lost contact with my mentor it fell flat.
I did the $25 [ICCA] trial period, then decided I wanted to pay in full to take advantage of the
[tuition] incentives. Glenn and Sharon gave me a 30-day extension to come up with the money
to pay in full. If I can’t then I will just have to pay monthly and lose the incentives. To raise the
money, [my husband and I] are doing fundraising through both our social networks.
I am 100% committed to this regardless of whether I can raise the money to find it up front.
But I’d rather pay up front to gain the incentives.

Andre’s Story:
At that time I was retired, living on Social Security. I also give support to my ex wife. My
money was really tight and the cash flow was actually negative. I didn’t have a bunch of
money saved up.
I had worked my entire career in the field of accounting. I never liked the field at all – I drifted
into it after being a Poly Science major. I did have the option of doing more [accounting], but I
hated it. So I knew I had an option if I needed it, but my goal was to cut back on expenses and
never have to go back to that again.
After I paid for the lump sum, I had to watch my expenses more closely. I live in Costa Rica and
I like to take little trips here. After I paid my money I had to stop that. I knew I didn’t have as
much of a buffer as I had before. I have clients now and I think I’ll be able to add the trips back
in, in about a month or two.

Part II: The (Emotional) Leap of Faith
If you feel short on cash, every new expense can seem like a big deal. In fact, deciding to
spend money on something like career training can seem like a leap of faith: Will I be able
to get the money together? How long will it take to get my coaching career going, after that?
Is it worth it?
Ultimately, no one can know what’s right for you but you, and no one can decide to take the
leap but you. However, we thought you would find it helpful to learn about what some of
our other students and alumni have done, and give you some help to take that “leap of
faith” if you want to. That’s what this section is about – resolving the Emotional Hurdles
from your first activity.

Greta’s Story:
I have been on the coaching/personal development path for a long time; two friends told me
“you are doing this anyway; you need to get paid to do it.” I knew that if I didn’t do it now, I
would never do it (I would not have the time). I promised my parents that I would get out
from under them within a year.
I know the coaching is where I’m supposed to be; I was just afraid. Afraid there are so many
others out there; what would I have to say. But a friend who is a naturopathic Doctor said,
“There are people out there waiting to hear your story and to hear from you.”

Cindy’s Story:
My financial situation was dire; but what was even worse was my mental state! I would wake
up every morning and think, how many days until my adult chronically ill child and I are on
the street? She had been approved for SSI a couple of months earlier, but we were still waiting
for her checks to start.
I saw the $25 [ICCA] trial and I thought, maybe I can make this investment in myself and try
this out.
I went to a live supervision call on the day after I signed up for the trial. I went to a live
supervision every day for the next 7 days. Then I talked to Sharon because I really wasn’t sure
if I would even have even $99 a month. But my daughter’s check came in, and she saw what
had happened to me in just a week of attending the sessions every day – for the first time in a
year I was somewhat optimistic. [My daughter] urged me to pay for the program out of her
lump sum SSI check. Even though there’s hasn’t been any financial return yet; we feel like our
whole lives have turned around.

At the end of the trial period, the check came. We didn’t know exactly when it would come, but
it came literally when I had just one day left to decide whether to pay for the whole program
and start. (I paid for the whole thing.)
For us, it was an enormous financial commitment and risk. It was like we just held hands and
jumped over the edge of cliff!
I am still convinced that to be 60 and desperate for money just to subsist, is failure. On the
other hand, it is entirely acceptable to be middle aged and totally reinvent yourself. So ICCA
gave me this – to switch from one to the other, something I can present to the world and
people will say, how cool. Instead of a failure with no retirement, I am an interesting person
reinventing myself.

Life Changes and the Survival - Brain
Making a change that requires a financial investment can feel like a big risk, even if you are
pursuing something you’re well-suited for. Why is this? Why can’t we just shut off that
pesky fear when it’s getting in the way of our dreams?
We humans have a built-in survival system, designed to keep us safe. It’s mainly housed in
a part of our brain called the amygdala, which you might consider the air traffic control
tower for our emotions. When we feel any variation of fear – nervousness, uncertainty,
doubt, dread, cold feet, worry, misgivings, anxiety, even panic – you can be sure the
amygdala is at work.
Many times, it’s incredibly helpful that we have this automatic threat-assessment system.
As in, “Hey, Self! Lots of cars whizzing by. Better look both ways before stepping off the curb.”
And, “Hmm that Dunkin Doughnuts cup feels hot! Better test it with a sip before gulping it
down!” And even, “Hey, I don’t have a good feeling about that guy over there in the parking
lot. Better stay aware.”
One of the ways survival-brain does it’s job is by constantly pulling us towards what we
already know to be safe – our comfort zone. By sticking to places and experiences we know,
our survival-brain minimizes risk and keeps us safe with the least possible conscious effort.
Thus, it feels good to be comfortable – that’s our “reward” for keeping ourselves safe.
Overall, it’s a good system for ensuring the survival of the human species.
Trouble is, the survival-brain is always active, scanning for threats to our normal routine
and pulling us away from new, unfamiliar stuff. It can be hard to “turn it off.” What’s even
more fascinating is that, even when we think about leaving our comfort zone, the survival
part of our brain says, “Hey, that’s potentially dangerous out there. Better return to the
place we know.” Unfortunately, this happens even when contemplating a change that we
KNOW would make life better, like investing in career retraining (like coach certification).

But, thankfully, it is possible to negotiate with our survival-brain, and keep it relatively
calm when contemplating new adventures. We might think of this experience, when the
survival-brain is wary, but not panicked, as our stretch zone.

The Stretch Zone
Sometimes people who like to challenge themselves will say, “I need to get out of my
comfort zone a little.” And by that, we understand that they want to challenge themselves a
bit – maybe even a lot – but still within the bounds of what they consider to be a positive
experience or positive outcome. So, when they leave their “comfort zone,” where do they go?
The following diagram illustrates the answer to this:

Panic Zone

Stretch Zone

Comfort Zone

When people willingly “get out of their comfort zone,” but still feel they are reasonably
capable of handling the new situation, they enter their stretch zone. This is the place where
new adventures, new learning, and (positive) personal growth happens.
However, when a person gets so far out of their comfort zone that they no longer believe
they are capable of keeping themselves safe or of creating a positive outcome, they may
enter what we here call the panic zone.

The difference between the stretch zone and the panic zone is very important for our
purposes, so let’s take a little more time to understand the difference.
Here are three good things to know about the stretch zone:

1. The activities considered to be in the stretch zone (vs. the panic zone) vary from
person to person.
You might find roller coasters exhilarating (stretch zone), while I find them terrifying
(panic zone). You might find the idea of speaking in front of a group of 20 people a little
uncomfortable, but doable; the next person might that they very idea of it causes him to
hyperventilate (panic zone). And, some of us find the idea of investing in coach certification
challenging but exciting, while others of us find the process totally daunting.
The takeaway? It’s incredibly useful to be able to discern what’s in your personal stretch
zone, vs. your panic zone.

2. The stretch zone can get bigger with practice stretching.
With practice we can learn to discern the different between our stretch zone and our panic
zone, and to willingly take ourselves into the stretch zone. With time and regular practice
the act of stretching yourself becomes more acceptable. You learn, in essence, to negotiate
with your survival-brain. You tell it, “Hey, this thing I’m about to do is new, but it’s going to
be okay.”

Panic Zone
Stretch Zone

Comfort
Zone

The really neat thing about this? The comfort zone gets bigger, too.

3. In order to get real change in your life, you need to enter the stretch zone.
People who regularly choose to take on new life challenges intuitively know one important
thing: change is never completely comfortable. Because we can’t just shut off that survivalbrain, real change (and I don’t just mean changing our socks each day) is always in either in
our stretch zone or our panic zone. The trick is to learn to notice the difference, so you can
willingly put yourself into your stretch zone, instead of staying in your comfort zone all the
time in hopes of avoiding the panic zone.
Paradoxically, while staying “comfortable” does feel good most of the time, challenging
ourselves with new, positive experiences also feels good – our “reward” for learning and
achieving. It’s a difference kind of good feeling, called…fun. “Fun” is our reward for leaving
our comfort zone and learning or accomplishing new things.
One way to negotiate with our survival-brain is to offer it the promise of fun.
What does this have to do with financing your dream of becoming a coach?
If funding a coach certification program seems like a big leap, it may be helpful to negotiate
with your survival-brain, so the choice is in your stretch zone, rather than your panic zone.
Part of putting this choice in your stretch zone is to take a detailed look at your finances, as
we did in Part I. If you can “find the magic $100 in your wallet,” the choice may seem less
risky.
If, after that activity, that choice still seems risky, you may be able to better negotiate with
your survival-brain with the following two activities.

Activity: Assemble Your Support Team
What it is:
Having a supportive environment (including a supportive “team” of people in your life)
makes any change or challenge easier. This activity will help you to identify the most
supportive people in your life and take a closer look at how they can specifically support
you in your dream of becoming a certified coach.

What to do:
1. Take out a piece of paper. Ask yourself the following:


MORAL SUPPORT - Who in your life is telling you that coach certification is a good
idea, because coaching is such a good fit for you? And, who in your life supports your
new adventures, no matter what? Make a list of these people and what they say.



FINANCIAL SUPPORT - Who in your life may be willing to provide some short-term
financial support for this venture? It may be tuition support (Amy’s story), support

for household expenses (Greta’s story), a one-time gift (Stacey’s story), a crowd
sourced fundraiser (Angelica’s story), coaching to help you with your current
business and income (Cindy’s story), or something else.
2. Make time to approach the people you named on each list. For those on the moral
support list, tell them you are planning to start coach certification training and that you
need their moral support. Ask them to give you encouragement and check in from time
to time. For those on the financial support list, tell each one about your dream of
becoming a coach and make a specific request for how they might financially support
this goal.

Final Thoughts:
Many times, the people in our lives would love to be helpful and supportive – if they just
knew how we needed them to do that. Reaching out, with specific requests, may be all that
is needed to tap into these resources.
Want more examples of ICCA students who took the leap? Below are some of the stories
mentioned in the “what to do” section from the last activity:

Greta’s Story:
My parents are giving me extra money to help me stay in this house. (They want me to stay in
this school system.)
I am doing the $120-something [in person immersion] fast track in 5 days. The fast track
would allow me to bring the money in faster. This is part of my plan for affording it and
getting out from under my parents in a year.
I just decided to take the leap. In the program you’re not just learning how to coach; that
helped me take the leap.

Stacey’s Story:
I pay $136 now, and that includes the group coaching certification and the immersion. My ex
husband gave me the money for the plane and hotel for that.
Mentally – I had to plant my feet in the sand and say, “I’m doing this.” I am on disability – but I
knew this was such a good investment for my future that I went ahead and said yes.

Cindy’s Story:
Glenn and Sharon encouraged me to restart what I had been doing for money – I am a
Microsoft software trainer. I was so good at it I never had to market myself. The problem is,
I’m 60 so the majority of my contacts have retired or moved on from a position they can hire
me. Glenn and Sharon encouraged me to [rebuild my income by] targeting senior executives,
to make them significantly more efficient.

Activity: Coach Yourself Into The Stretch Zone
What it is:
This activity may help you negotiate with your survival-brain by painting a desirable
picture of the future you may create for yourself if you “take the leap” and enter a coach
certification program. Anticipating a positive reward may keep the choice in the stretch
zone, rather than the panic zone.

Step 1: Create Your 10-Year Vision
Let’s assume you could wave a magic wand and be assured of financing your dream of
becoming a certified coach. Now, describe the resulting life you will to have for yourself
(and your family) in 10 years. Be as specific as you can. Consider including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

What will you do for work?
How much will you work?
How much will you earn?
What will you do for fun, leisure and renewal?
What kind of health will you be in?
Where will you live? (Describe the dwelling, location, surroundings, etc.)
What else?

Step 2: Get Connected to Your Vision
Ask yourself the following. Write down your answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What would your life be like if you achieved your 10-year plan?
How would your life be different than it is now? How will it feel to be in that life?
How would people think differently of you?
What else?

Step 3: Understand The Cost of Doing Nothing
If you did nothing, and stayed on the course you’re currently on, what might your life be
like in 10 years?
o
o
o
o
o

Financially?
Emotionally?
What would your lifestyle and leisure look like?
What would your health and/or stress look like?
What else?

Step 4: Compare and Choose
Now compare the two visions.
1. Which do you prefer? Which feels better? (We assume it’s the version in which you do
finish the coach certification program. If so, continue to #2).
2. How much is this vision worth to you?

3. What are you willing to do, in the short run, to make your long-term vision a reality?
What choices would be in your “stretch zone,” with this 10-year vision in mind?

Final Thoughts:
If funding a certification program feels like a leap to you right now (even though you know
you would be a great coach, even though people in your already life validate your talent as
a coach), this activity should help you “negotiate with your fears” and take that leap.

Greta’s Story:
I weighed the “What if I don’t do this?” question and thought about what would happen if I
didn’t [enroll in the ICCA program]. The answer brought tears to my eyes – I would be
working forever and ever and never getting ahead. So I cut back my spending (I don’t spend
much as it is but I did) to be able to put the money aside. For example I have a faucet in my
house that doesn’t work. I am going to just not do it. I am paring down to “What do I
absolutely need?” I say to myself, “If it can be fixed with a pen and I check, then it’s a situation
not a need.”
It’s kind of putting out there (in the universe) where you want to go. I’ve noticed if I decide to
focus on something financial, then somehow the money is just there. Worry keeps it away
because that’s coming form a place of lack; you can’t approach it that way. Doing an
automatic withdrawal makes me aware of it, without focusing on it too much and stressing
too much, which locks things up. So I have a few things that are automatically taken out,
including this program. The key is, I am not stressing and worrying. It’s easier said than done,
but that’s been the key to me. (I believe in the law of attraction.) I have to stand back and let
things unfold.
I just decided to take the leap. In the program you’re not just learning how to coach; that
helped me take the leap.

Return on Investment
It’s very reasonable, if you’re using precious resources to invest in a certification, to
wonder how likely it is that you will get a return on your investment (ROI).
The short answer: there are no guarantees, because in the end it will be up to you to “make
it happen.” (Unfortunately it’s not like buying a Rumba, where you get to sit back and watch
the machine do all the work!)
However, it IS possible. Very possible.
Here are five reasons why we’re optimistic you will get a good “ROI”:

1. The ICCA program builds in incredible support.
We build in marketing training, coaching skills support, live supervision every day of the
week, peer support, and lots of “extras” like business plan templates. And, you have access
to all of this for an entire year (some of it forever). You might say, “We have your back.”

2. One good client will pay off your tuition.
One weekly client at a modest $75 per hour will pay off your tuition within a year, give or
take. That’s a good return on investment. After that it’s all in your pocket.

3. Coaching is a growing field.
Did you know coaching is one of the fastest growing fields in the United States? This is in
part because more and more people have heard of coaching and know what it can do for
them; it’s also in part because more corporations are adding coaches to their staff. That
means there are more and more people out there supporting all those coaches by becoming
paying clients.

4. Other than your tuition, you can start a coaching practice for very little money.
Compared to many other fields, it costs relatively little to start a business in the coaching
profession: you can work from your home, you can market yourself for almost no cost, and
you can start a website yourself (as we teach you to do). This means that, if you want to retrain to start a new career path, coaching is a very cost-effective choice.

5. Remember, you’ve got a natural talent.
If you didn’t, you would not have gotten this far. You likely have people in your life telling
you, “That’s exactly what you were cut out for.” You know this is how you like to help
people; you’ve already been doing it for years – maybe your whole life –for no cost, and you
feel a calling. Trust in that.

Barbara’s Story:
This program felt so much more intimate than the other program I wan looking at. Glenn and
Sharon…you’re interacting with real people in real time; you can go to supervision 7 days a
week if you want to. The supervisions are very personal; there’s a real community. Everyone is
supportive and eager to help people speak. Although is has been “long distance” it has not felt
long distance. That is important to me.
Also, the coaching is something I’ve been doing naturally for a long time anyway. The reason I
found it necessary to have the certification is the people I’d want to attract into my practice
would value that kind of certification. I really felt it was investing in me. I’m taking a chance
on myself – I know I’m a sure bet because when I’m motivated I accomplish what I’m going
after.

Andre’s Story:
I mentioned it to my ex-wife and she said, that’s exactly what you were cut out for.

I had been a client of Glenn’s previously for Internet marketing. So I knew of him and I knew
his skill in marketing. I knew his reputation as a psychologist, and as someone who was
extremely honest.
I had been thinking about this for a couple of years, had not found anything that was right,
until I found this program Glenn was starting. It made the money tighter but I was able to
scrape together the whole total up front... It was the ideal offer from the ideal person. It was
kind of a no-brainer.

Other ROI Factors Within Your Control
Perhaps the biggest variable in your return on investment is the timeline; that is, how long
it will take you to get “up and running” and build your coaching practice. If it’s important to
you to get up and running as fast as possible, you can shorten this timeline by paying
attention to several business practices that are well within your control. While these are
discussed – at length – in the ICCA program, we’ll also summarize the main points here:
o Pick a clearly defined niche where there’s a clear need for services (we teach you
how to do this).
o Focus on potential clients in your niche who can more easily pay for coaching
(for example, serving out-of-work vets versus wealthy couples looking to adopt;
both are very worthy causes but one group will have a much greater ability to pay
premium fees for your services).
o Be sure to go out and offer free workshops to build your following—either
locally in person OR via teleconference and webinar (in other words, the
marketing system described in the program).
o AVOID spending money on website design and paid advertising until you’ve got
at least five paying clients via your free workshops and networking activities.
Again and again, Glenn and Sharon hear from coaches who’ve wasted
thousands—and sometimes tens of thousands—of dollars thinking a fancy
website and paid traffic will work for them before they really know their market
in person. It almost never does!
If you’ve got an eye toward filling up your coaching practice as soon as possible, you can
dramatically shorten your timeline by choosing a niche intentionally, and by staying
focused on the marketing plan provided in the ICCA program.

Feeling Worthy
There’s one last aspect to taking the “emotional leap” many people struggle with: being
able to accept money for providing their coaching services.

Now, many people who are natural coaches desire a coaching certification to add
credibility to their practice, in addition to learning specific skills. For example Barbara
comments:
Also, the coaching is something I’ve been doing naturally for a long time anyway. The reason I
found it necessary to have the certification is the people I’d want to attract into my practice
would value that kind of certification. I really felt it was investing in me. I’m taking a chance
on myself – I know I’m a sure bet because when I’m motivated I accomplish what I’m going
after.
However, plenty of other people struggle with the idea of accepting money for something
they have provided “for free” up until this point in their lives. If you struggle with this, it
may be one more emotional hurdle to starting your training; you wonder if you will ever
“be able” to charge enough to earn a good living as a coach.

Mimi’s Story:
I was both exited and anxious about the thought of charging $75 or more per hour for
coaching. One the one hand, it made it possible to earn a decent living working part-time,
which was important to me since I have a small child. On the other hand, I would potentially
be charging people about three times more than I had ever made per hour. I really struggled
with that. What would I have to do to convince people to pay that much? How good would I
have to be?
I admit, I needed a lot of reinforcement from people around me that this was doable. My
husband kept reminding me that consultants always get paid more per hour than people
make in a steady full-time job, since it rolls in the behind-the-scenes costs. And Sharon and
John and the other people in the program gave me a lot of reinforcement that I had a natural
ability and was “worth” that much. After a while it sunk in. I still have fears about that
popping up sometimes. But I’m able to recognize that those are just old perceptions of myself,
and I really am worth a lot more than I’m used to being paid.
Although this issue can have lots of nuances to it, we’ll look at two underlying questions
you may have if you struggle with this issue:

Underlying Question #1: I am used to providing coaching/advice for free. Is my
coaching really worth compensation?
Answer: Of course. Any service you provide which helps people is worth compensation.
When a client pays you, they are balancing the equation, so to speak. When we get our car
fixed by a mechanic, do we expect to pay? Of course. When the chef at our favorite
restaurant makes our meal, do we expect to pay? Of course.

Plus, people are more likely to actually act on the coaching you give them when they’ve
actually paid for it. Paying is a signal to oneself that you really do value what you’re getting.
Free advice is often easily discarded, no matter how appreciative the recipient may seem.
If you are struggling with this question, it may benefit you to get coaching for yourself as
you go through the certification program (as Jackie did) so you can work through this issue,
really dig it out at the roots. But for now, here’s an activity you can use to start unpacking it.

Activity: The Roots of Our Beliefs
What It Is:
This is an activity to help you become more aware of all of your beliefs around a particular
topic.

What To Do:
Step 1: Find a quiet place and take out some paper and a pen. Then, write this sentence
starter at the top of the paper:
Right now, when I help someone by coaching them, the compensation I receive is
being/feeling/getting…
Take 5-10 minutes to write down every response that comes to mind. Don’t censor
anything, no matter how silly, trivial or embarrassing it may seem (remember no one will
see this but you). If your initial answer is, “nothing,” keep digging beneath the surface for
the compensation you may receive other than money. Remember that “compensation” is
anything you receive or feel from the experience – for example emotional compensation,
relationship compensation, power or influence compensation, social status compensation,
etc.
List as many “compensations” as come to mind. It is okay if some of them seem to
contradict one another.
Step 2: Then, after the first list is done, write this sentence starter:
I would be totally comfortable accepting money for my coaching if…
Take 5-10 minutes to write down every thought that comes to mind. Don’t censor anything,
no matter how silly, trivial or embarrassing it may seem (remember no one will see this but
you). List as many answers as come to mind. It is okay if some answers seem to contradict
one another.

Final Thoughts:
You now have some idea of the underlying beliefs you may have that are standing in the
way of “feeling worthy enough” to accept financial compensation for your coaching. You
may have difficulty accepting money because, currently, you receive a lot of emotional

compensation and you don’t want to give that up. Or, you may wonder if your coaching is
“up to par” with other professional coaches.
While there are too many potential responses to the above exercise to address in this book,
your answers will give you something to discuss with a coach, or in the supervision
sessions of the ICCA program. Regardless, know that you are likely NOT the first person to
struggle with whatever you have written – and know that in all likelihood you can move
past these issues and become more comfortable accepting money for your coaching over
time.
Ask Yourself: Is this issue in my “Panic Zone?” Or merely in my “Stretch Zone?”
Remember: Many activities that start out in your Stretch Zone can move into your
Comfort Zone over time. You do not need to feel “completely ready” to charge for
your coaching right now in order to begin training as a coach.

Underlying Question #2: I’m okay getting paid SOMETHING for my coaching services.
But I’m used to earning (fill in the blank) per hour. How do I get used to being paid $75
or more per hour? It’s so much more than I’m used to.
Answer: As they say in baseball, time to get called up from the minors into The Show. Or
more accurately, time to call yourself up. But first, let’s look at what’s “normal” for you,
compensation-wise, and where that number comes from.

Activity: Who’s In My Peer Group?
What It Is:
We won’t spoil the surprise on this one. Just try it:

What To Do:
1. Take out a piece of paper and draw a star right in the center. That’s you.
2. Now, draw three concentric circles around the star – like a bulls-eye.
3. In the innermost circle (the one closest to the star), write the names of the 2-5 adults
closest to you. They may be your birth family, your spouse, your adult children, your
best friends, etc. You might call this your “inner circle” – the people you love most
dearly. (It is okay to include someone who has already passed away, if you knew them for
most of your adult life.)
4. In the next ring, write the names of the 3-6 adults you enjoy spending time with most,
other than the people you already listed. You might call this your “posse,” your mates,
your main social circle, etc.

5. In the final ring, write the names of 3-6 other people you see pretty regularly (and know
personally). They may be friends, family, co-workers, etc. You might call this your circle
of acquaintances, the “supporting cast” in your life.
6. (You’ve basically drawn a quick version of your social “solar system.” You can change the
number of people in each circle if you need to, to make it accurate.)
7. Now, as best you can, write the hourly wage of each person, next to their name. To get
an approximate number, take their gross annual earnings and divide by 2000. Ballpark
numbers are okay. If someone is currently out of work, use their last job or longestrunning job.
Now, Step Back and Look:
1. What patterns do you notice?
2. Overall, what percentage of the people in your “social solar system” earn about as much
as you do? Earn less? Earn more?

Final Thoughts (and Your Takeaway):
Chances are, the people in your “social solar system” earn roughly what you do. This is
common – and, what people in your social world earn has a heavy influence on what is
“normal” compensation to you.

Mimi’s Story:
Why was I so much more comfortable earning $20, $25 an hour than $75 an hour? Then it
dawned on me: In my head I was still a teacher. I trained as a teacher, worked as a teacher,
then supervised teachers – that was normal for me. A lot of my friends earn about what I do.
Financially, I had to start comparing myself to a different group of people.
I’m really practicing “fake it until you make it” on this one. I have to ignore the fear that I’m
somehow going to be found out as not belonging to that group of people called prosperous
business owners. I think it’s going to take some time but I’m making progress.

Activity: Re-Writing Normal
What It Is:
If you are someone who is used to earning significantly less than $75 an hour, it may take
some time to get used to a “new normal.” But it can happen; give it time. Below is a way to
start doing this. You may also choose to work with a business coach on this issue either
during or after your ICCA coach certification program.

What To Do:
1. First, get a baseline reading:
Think back to your Stretch Zone diagram (from page 16). At this moment, where on that
diagram would you place your comfort level with charging $75 per hour for your coaching

services (assuming you graduate from your certification program). Is it in your comfort
zone, stretch zone, or panic zone? How far out in your stretch zone? Make a note of this,
and read on:
2. Next, read the following statements about earning:
o It is normal for a wide range of professionals who give clients private, customized, oneon-one sessions to charge $75-$150 an hour (or more). Examples of this include:
counselors/psychologists, massage therapists, personal trainers, wedding
photographers, interior designers, tattoo artists, mediators, political speechwriters,
accountants, IT consultants – and of course, coaches. Clients are paying top dollar for
your undivided attention, and your ability to deliver highly personalized results in that
time.
o Many consultants, contractors and freelancers charge a premium for their hourly
“contact time” with clients, and this fee builds in compensation for the other, “behindthe-scenes” time they put in, such as marketing, preparing for clients, continuing
education, and etc. This is one reason why consultants (such as coaches) earn two, thee
or four times as much per hour as full-time employees do – unlike consultants,
employees are paid for every hour they work.
o Consultants, contractors and freelancers also have to pay their own benefits (like health
care, retirement, insurances of various sorts, sick days, etc.) as well as their own expenses
(such as office space if they have it, phone and Internet service, computer upgrades,
printer ink, unemployment taxes and etc.) Many full-time employees have benefits like
these paid for by their employers. Thus, consultants, contractors and freelancers
(including coaches) must build the cost of these benefits and expenses into their hourly
rate if they are going to run a sustainable business.
3. Re-visit your baseline:
Having read these statements about earnings, think back to your Stretch Zone diagram.
With these statements in mind, where would you NOW place your comfort with charging
$75 per hour for coaching?
If you were able to move your answer a little closer to toward the center Comfort Zone,
congratulations! You are on your way to getting comfortable with your new rate of earning.
If not, don’t despair. Others in the ICCA program are working on this very issue. Don’t let
this alone stop you from pursuing your dream of becoming a certified coach; rather, join
the program (or even just the test-drive if you like) and talk to other students. You’ll get a lot
of support and some good ideas for getting more comfortable charging what you’re worth
(and you are worth it!)
4. Follow up regularly.
Put this information about earnings in a place where you will see if often. Re-read
whenever you notice those old “Am I worthy?” questions popping up.

Final Thoughts: We’re Rooting For You
In all likelihood, it IS possible to finance your dream of becoming a certified coach, and it is
possible for you to build a thriving practice as a coach, earning what you deserve to be paid
for your talents and the valuable gifts you offer others in your coaching. Hopefully this book
has significantly helped you in this process.
If you still have questions, please give us a call.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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